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Russia’s first offering of international debt since 2013 is impossible this year if 
existing sanctions remain in place, according to a survey of economists.

U.K. natural gas prices pared a three-week advance as the arrival of warmer 
weather reduced demand for fuel used for heating and Norwegian imports 
increased.

Jacques Brand, the veteran Deutsche Bank AG dealmaker who oversees its 
business in the Americas, is leaving to join merger-advisory firm PJT Partners 
Inc., according to a person briefed on the move.

Mark Mobius is piling into commodity stocks in China, saying that a rebound 
in raw-material markets is only getting started after prices sank too far and 
that gains may be extreme.

03 May

In the ongoing battle for beer-drinking European soccer fans, Molson Coors’s 
Carling has agreed to pay more than 27 million pounds ($39 million) to replace 
Carlsberg as the official beer partner of English soccer’s Premier League.

The largest energy companies in Europe bolstered first-quarter earnings by 
pumping several billion dollars’ worth of oil into storage tanks and holding it 
there, although the trading opportunity is starting to fade.

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. has more than doubled profit in the span of a year. 
But you wouldn’t know it from looking at its stock.

MetLife Inc., the largest U.S. life insurer, posted first-quarter profit that missed 
analysts’ estimates as investment income declined on a slump in hedge fund 
holdings.

04 May

The rally that has made junk bonds among the best performing assets this 
year has room to run, according to Michael Collins at Prudential Financial Inc.

German Chancellor Angela Merkel and Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi 
insisted that the European Union’s deal with Turkey on migrants must be 
implemented despite the imminent departure of the country’s premier.

Aeropostale Inc. filed for bankruptcy and asked for court permission to 
investigate lender Sycamore Partners, saying the private equity firm used a 
supplier it controlled to drive the teen-clothing chain into Chapter 11.

OZ Minerals Ltd. aims to begin output from the Australia’s biggest 
undeveloped copper deposit by 2019 under a revised A$975 million ($729 
million) construction plan, another signal that the metal is the hottest play in a 
burgeoning mining industry rebound.

05 May

Philip Lowe may have only a few months to settle in as Australian central bank 
chief before he has to consider cutting the cash rate to levels he’s previously 
said have questionable benefits.

Just when investors thought they’d finally made a good call in the currency 
market, the dollar’s advance messed it up.

Goldman Sachs Asset Management is seeking to profit from the relative value 
of the world’s major currencies after trimming bets the dollar would climb 
versus the euro and yen.

Imports of copper by China slumped in April from a record the previous month 
after swelling stockpiles in the top user discouraged purchases.

06 May


